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EXPLORING THE OLYMPIC LEGACY
The first event of the new Master’s year was a July walking tour of
Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park and a visit to Foreman’s Smokehouse.
Mary Cole-Adams reports.
Alistair Bayford (Green Service Provider Regional Operations
Director and Park Manager 2012 - 2015), Andy Churchman
(South Park Supervisor) and Dr Catherine Norris (Conservation
and Biodiversity Manager) guided us through the UK’s largest
(560 acres) new urban park for over a century. They detailed its
creation from a heavily polluted industrial site and its cultivation and
maintenance. They gave us a fascinating introduction to the South
and North Parks which were set up to provide an Olympic legacy,
through horticulture, waterways management, employment and
education, to be used and loved by local residents and visitors.
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The 8,000 square metres Ecology Meadow demonstrated that the
key aims of transformation, conservation and bio-diversity had
been successfully achieved. Soil had been removed, washed and
returned to create a habitat for wildlife and planting of only native
species. The perfume and the song of goldfinches made a striking
first impression and the variety and colour on such a large scale was
stunning.
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Welcome to the Autumn Spade!
Written contributions and ideas for
articles are always welcome. Most of
the items in this issue are available
at greater length and with more
photographs on the Company Blog.
if you have not already done so, do
obtain your user name and password
from the Office and visit the site.
John Gilbert, Editor.
john@john-gilbert.co.uk
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Gardeners walking past banks of flowers.

DATES FOR YOUR DIARY 2016-2017
2016

28th Oct
RHS Lecture by Dale Gibson, beekeeper at Lambeth Palace, at 80
		
Vincent Square SW1P 2PE. Followed by Supper.
8th Nov
Autumn Court Dinner, Carpenters’ Hall.
12th Nov
The Lord Mayor’s Show (see www.lordmayorsshow.london for details).
3rd Dec
Company Workshop on ‘Floral Arrangements for Christmas’ (VTC)
15th Dec
Tradescant Lunch (Court only) followed by Christmas Carol Service at St
		
Stephen Walbrook EC4N 8BN.
2017
8th Feb
Mansion House Banquet.
13th Feb
(day to be confirmed) Master’s Day Visit for families and friends to
		
Gatton Park, Surrey to see snowdrops, Capability Brown’s landscape, a
		
Japanese garden and one of Pulham’s famous rock gardens.
4th Mar
Company Masterclass on ‘All Things Roses’ (VTC).
10th Mar
United Guilds Service, St Paul’s Cathedral.
4th Apr
Spring Court Dinner, Grocers’ Hall EC2R 8AD when the Prince Edward
		
Award for Horticultural Excellence will be presented.
5th Apr
Talk at Royal Geographical Society SW7 2AR on city parks and
		
planning from London to Philadelphia, followed by drinks and canapés.
25th Apr
Master’s Day Visit to Hole Park Estate, Cranbrook, Kent to see the
		
bluebell woods and gardens, guided by Head Gardener Quentin Stark.
		
Followed by lunch.
6th May
Company Masterclass on ‘Choosing Trees for Your Garden’ (VTC).
18-21st May
Courson/Chantilly Flower Show. The Master and invited guests only
		
present the Gardeners’ Company Trophy during a private dinner.
23rd May
Chelsea Supper at the Farmers’ Club SW1A 2EL. For members of the
		
Company taking part in or associated with the Chelsea Flower Show.
27-4th June
Master’s visit to the USA focusing on the Du Pont Gardens in 		
		
Delaware and Pennsylvania. The week ends in Philadelphia, America’s
		
first UNESCO World Heritage City, where pop-up gardens and urban
		
regeneration projects will be visited as guests of the Philadelphia
		Horticultural Society.
6th Jun 		
The Fairchild Lecture, St Giles Cripplegate EC2Y 8DA and afterwards at
		
Girdlers’ Hall, EC2V 5DD.
28th Jun
Master’s Farewell Party. Save the date - more information to follow.
4th July
Installation Court Dinner, Drapers’ Hall. The new Master will be installed
		
and the Prince of Wales Award presented.
Dates correct at time of publication.
(VTC - venue to be confirmed)

Red Monardas out in force - as were the Gardeners’ umbrellas.

The various herbaceous garden areas showcased rare and familiar
plants. Giant Scabious distinguished the Europe area. North
America was a conservation area for prairie habitats threatened
with extinction due to maize growing. Unique to Asia were white
daffodils, black irises and a non-invasive form of Japanese knotweed
plus fruits needing vigorous control. The Southern Hemisphere’s
contrasting tall hot colours were next to the water park.
The vibrant herbaceous Ribbon Area designed by Piet Oudolf
weaves through the South Park beside these gardens and surrounds
spaces for picnics or play in front of the Stadium.
The Oak Promenade added another dimension as did the Great
British Garden designed by Sarah Price from a brief set by two
15-year-old winners of an RHS competition for young horticulturalists.
Its gold, silver and bronze planting scheme, pond (full of newts),
large ground sundial and swinging bench were enclosed in an
edible hedge and produced the effect of a ’secret garden’ and
provided an educational, biodiverse and ecological legacy.
The Urban Orchard in Manderville Place was built to commemorate
the Apple Symbol of the Paralympics and is of interest because of
the intertwined espaliered apples and sculptures.

The Stich, a temporary cottage garden area replete with
splendid Hollyhocks.

The 40 staff of the Park (85% of whom must be recruited from the
host boroughs) are responsible for horticulture and waterways,
irrigation and waste management. An annual training in horticulture
has been running since 2013.
Our visit to the North Park gave us a glimpse of the eight kilometres
of waterways. The upper reach of the River Lea is being restored
and is linked to canals and locks. Reed beds are designed for
flood control and the water quality is so good that it now supports
European eels.
The temporary Cottage Garden Area called The Stitch, planted
between a main road and sites awaiting development, hosts a
spectacular large area of vibrantly coloured Hollyhocks - truly
breathtaking and the last stop on a tour of inspiring sites.
A short walk to lunch at Foreman’s Restaurant on Fish Island
followed by a tour of the Smoke House and a demonstration of
salmon carving by Lance Foreman (great grandson of the 1905
founder) was not an anticlimax. Several vowed to revisit the
restaurant or sign up for a salmon carving master class.
Photographs by John Gilbert.

Name this plant. Rare and familiar plants provided a range of
colour and fragrance.
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improvement in Russia. Within the developed world we see
continuing moderate growth in the US, which should receive
some support from the fiscal policies of either Trump or Clinton
and ongoing monetary stimulus in Japan and the Eurozone as
their respective central banks continue to battle against the risk of
deflation. Elsewhere, we are relatively optimistic on the UK, despite
the uncertainties arising from the UK’s “Brexit” vote. Much of this
stems from the significant ease in financial market conditions arising
from the decline both in Sterling and bond yields and a reactivation
of the QE bond buying programme.

Robert Howard: taking a positive view.

LOW RATES EXPECTED TO CONTINUE TO
SUPPORT EQUITIES

Should investors worry unduly about this backdrop? Probably not,
in our view. Whilst we are cognisant of a number of tail risks – the
state of the commercial banks in the Eurozone, excessive credit
creation in China and the risk of rising UK inflation following this
year’s sharp decline in Sterling to name but three – we feel that the
monetary authorities will continue to keep interest rates at historically
low levels, which in turn supports a higher valuation on riskier assets
(corporate bonds, property and equities) than would be the case in a
much more positive growth environment.

EXPLORING THE GLORIES OF SLOVENIA

Robert Howard’s View from the City
Over recent years there have been a number of themes that have
made economists and investors alike climb the wall of worry. These
include the risk of a hard landing in China, the weakness of the
European banking sector and Eurozone activity data, the potential
impact of tighter US monetary policy and, latterly, the fallout from
the UK’s recent vote to leave the EU.
Against this background the good news is just how steady, if
unspectacular, global growth has been. Global GDP has been
hovering around the 2.5% level since 2011; however, the bad
news is that this falls short of a level consistent with self-sustaining
activity. The factors bearing down on growth are a function of the
2008 financial crisis: the public sector bailouts of financial market
institutions have left little appetite for fiscal stimulus and corporates
have continued to exercise a high degree of caution in hiring and
investment.
Combined with the low level of inflation, this has encouraged central
banks in the developed world to maintain highly accommodative
monetary policies, including purchases of bonds (quantitative
easing) to spur growth and boost inflation.
If this backdrop has been frustrating for economists it has, in many
ways, been a pleasant surprise for many investors. The record low
level of safe haven government bond yields (roughly a third are
now below zero) has given a windfall to bond investors (prices rise
when yields fall) and in turn has encouraged investors to own higher
returning assets such as corporate bonds, high yield and, of course,
equities, in turn boosting their values. Whether higher asset prices
have given a significant boost to economic activity remains an open
question, but there is little evidence that central banks are about to
turn their backs on monetary experimentation just yet.
Despite the foregoing, one recent development has been a
greater debate about whether governments should now begin to
loosen fiscal policy. Some of this reflects the declining traction of
additional monetary stimulus, but also the record low level of the
cost of government borrowing. For example, UK government bonds
with a maturity of 30 years yield as little as 1.25%, which, for
example, could be an extremely attractive rate to fund a number of
infrastructure projects. Critics may cite the potential for the public
sector “crowding out” the private sector, but if the time horizon to
which the investment relates is sufficiently long, the use of public
funds can at times be justified.
Let’s now turn to the outlook. Our central case remains for global
growth of 2.5% this year, with a moderate pickup during 2017,
reflecting a better performance from the relatively lacklustre
Emerging Economies. This stems from acceleration in India,
signs that Brazil is emerging from its deep recession and some
www.gardenerscompany.org.uk

Master & the Mayor of Bled show off their regalia in Bled Castle.

COMPANY OFFICE LEAVES
LUKE STREET
After nearly 26 years at Charles Stanley’s 25 Luke Street
premises in Hackney the Gardeners’ Company office has
moved to the home of the Clerk in West Sussex.
Assistant Clerk Major David Bredin and Clerk’s PA Sue
Thorne have retired and their roles have been taken over by
Nicky Herrtage, the Clerk’s wife.
The Master, Paul Rochford. said: “We have been extremely
fortunate to have been given accommodation by Charles
Stanley PLC for nearly 26 years and we shall be sorry to
leave Luke Street.
“Charles Stanley are moving to Bishopsgate in order to
consolidate their operations and there will not be sufficient
space for an office at the new premises. We are hugely
indebted to the Howard family for their generosity over the
years and we wish them every success with their move.
“Sue and David will be our guests at the Company dinner in
November and I hope that you will join me in thanking them
for their support and hard work over the years”.
He added that much hard work had been done in order
to make this transition as smooth as possible and ensure
continuity in the management of the Company’s affairs.
The new Office address is:

The Gardeners’ Company
Ingrams
Ingram’s Green
Midhurst
West Sussex
GU29 0LJ
Tel number: 01730 815325
Emails remain the same:
clerk@gardenerscompany.org.uk
asstclerk@gardenerscompany.org.uk

In June Master Bernard Williams led a 44-strong party to Slovenia.
Michael Balfour, Wendy Bentall, Simon Itkin and Nic Gray report.
Photographs by Jeremy Herrtage
Day One - Having arrived in Bled the evening before, our day
started in the forest above serene Lake Bohinj, climbing a path
beside the River Mostnica which swirled and tumbled in its gorge.
Our botanical guide was the inimitable Professor Joze Bavcon. With
unbounded enthusiasm he informed us about not only the myriad
wildflowers but also the soil conditions and geology. Salvias and
Aquilegias were abundant, and Western marsh orchid and the
Bird’s-nest orchid were spotted.
Refreshing mountain spring water was ‘on tap’ at a trough at the
high point of the walk, before a lovely stroll through woods and
pastures back to the valley.
After lunch we were whisked by cable car up the steep slopes of
Mount Vogel to follow a trail with the Professor who gave us a full
description of the high altitude plants.
Day Two - Ljubljana, the capital of Slovenia, has been occupied by
every marauding nation, yet it retains a peaceful charm. The river
Ljubljanica runs through the town and we took a beautifully crafted
wooden boat to the Botanical Gardens. Here Professor Bavcon,
bursting with enthusiasm and knowledge, greeted us.

The secret meadow and a feast of wild flowers.
ravines towards a countryside of roses, cherries and apricots.
Vendors crowded us as we drove through the medieval villages of
Smartno and Medana, After a long lunch break we arrived at a
vineyard where a cornucopia of wine was presented by its showman
owner. This was no average wine tasting. He produced a shining
silver sabre and lopped off the top of a champagne style bottle.
Day Four - The final day started with an amazing drive through
snow-capped mountains with cows grazing, their bells jangling,
which revealed the skills of our driver Marco in negotiating
numerous hairpin bends. We arrived at Fanja Partisan Hospital,
named after the founder, a lady surgeon who performed incredible
life-saving operations with basic implements on wounded partisans
both male and female in 1944-1945.
The approach to the hidden hospital was up a running stream bed
through narrow gorges until a small clearing was reached - a lungbusting climb for all of us! Today there is a pathway with stops to
make the site more accessible to tourists.
Our farewell dinner was held in Bled Castle where the ramparts
offered amazing views over the countryside and Lake Bled.
The unabridged version of this article is available on the
Company Blog.

On our way back towards Bled the coach veered off down a narrow
track and we arrived at a secret strip of meadow rented for 40 years
by the University which maintains it by the simple method of cutting
it by machine once a year in September and leaving the cuttings
where they fall. At first it appeared to be just another floriferous
meadow but closer inspection revealed swathes of the native
Gladiolus communis subsp byzantinus, now rare in the wild, and a
veritable feast of other wild flowers.
Our evening began with a romantic row in a pletna boat across
the lake to the drop dead gorgeous Bled Island and church. The
Master’s friend Janiz Fajfar, the Mayor of Bled, gave us the history
of the area and we rang the church bell, which is said to bring good
luck.
Day Three - The train pulled into Gorica on the Slovenia-Italy border
in dramatic style. We had followed the blue green ribbon of the
Sava River through the Julian Alps and arrived over the longest stone
bridge in the world.
Tortuous mountain driving led through smallholdings nestled in

Climbing up the ravine to the hidden Fanja Partisan Hospital.
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SENIOR PAST MASTERS LAUNCH THEIR
OWN NEW COMPANY TRADITION
A new Gardeners’ Company tradition was launched in September!
The Senior Past Masters met for a most enjoyable lunch at the
recently refurbished Farmers’ Club. Allan Edwards had the idea
and discussed it with David Longman over breakfast at the Farmers’
Club, following a Company dinner the previous night. Together they
explored the idea and ‘employed’ Tom Gough to do all the
hard work.
We met for a delicious glass of champagne followed by an excellent
lunch of goat curd mousse with beetroot, honey roast duck, soured
cherries and vegetables and raspberry pistachio trifle with a shot of
Hendricks and Elderflower accompanied, of course, by the Club’s
very good Sauvignon Blanc and Claret.
The conversations never stopped until we drank the customary toast
to the Company and the Master, proposed by David Longman, at
the conclusion of the meal. David then spoke briefly to tell us how
the lunch had been ‘established’.
Next to speak was David Gollin, who had been given two minutes
to give us a short history on the creation of Senior Past Masters.
And two minutes it was! Tom Gough finally brought the formal
proceedings to a close by asking if we had enjoyed the day (the
answer was a resounding yes) and suggesting we should do it
annually, so we have a date in our diaries for next September.
Presumptive Senior Past Masters take note.
We were an almost full complement of Senior Past Masters with only
Janet Owen, Ramsay Shewell-Cooper and Christine Cohen unable to
join us. We drank a toast to them too. John Brunel Cohen spoke just
before we broke up to say how much he had enjoyed the occasion
particularly because, being such a small number, he was able to
hear what everyone was saying to him.
We thanked David and Allan for their excellent idea and Tom for all
his really hard work. It was such a lovely occasion and so enjoyable
and I, for one, am looking forward to next year already.
Report by Louise Robinson.
Editor’s note: since this event we have, sadly, learned of the deaths
of both Ramsay Shewell-Cooper and Janet Owen.
Obituaries will follow in due course.

THE MODERN MASTER WORSHIPFUL
The Master’s American niece Rebecca Stark delighted diners at the
Installation Dinner with her pastiche of the famous patter song from
the Pirates of Penzance. Here is the text for those who missed it:
Paul is the very model of a modern master worshipful
An athlete and an aesthete and an expert horticultural
He’ll illustrate a garden’s worth, aesthetic and historical
He’ll recite the Latin names of plants in order categorical
But his int’rests extend far beyond his plants and their taxonomy
He has the most progressive tastes in matters of gastronomy
From whelks to cockles he’ll eat things that make most people
skittishy
You might say that’s brave or else you might just say that’s
Britishy
If by dinner’s end his conversation starts to seem illogical
He’s honing his keen knowledge of all matters oenological
In sport and art and matters well beyond the horticultural
Paul is the very model of a modern master worshipful
At home he tends to plants and sheep but abroad he’s quite
adventure-y
From the Americas to Africa he’s sportsman of the
century
Observing him careen down ski slopes isn’t for the faint of heart
The ski patrol stands ready to retrieve him with a Saint Bernard
He scales the tallest mountains for great causes philanthropical
In climates that his wife laments are freezing never tropical
But she waits for him at base camp shivering over a pot of stew
No just kidding Kate’s at home having a glass of wine or two
In sport and art and matters well beyond the horticultural
Paul is the very model of a modern master worshipful
Paul drove his niece and four daughters to the Italian countryside
Between five girls there is no telling just how many times they cried
Paul trailed behind them up and down Italian streets on his toes
He vigilantly guarded them from Paulos and Fabrizios
They also went to France to stay in a converted nunnery
French boys were nice but Paul ensured that there would be
no funnery
He chauffeured all these road trips for the girliest of girly girls
His only entertainment a tape of Tess of the d’Urbervilles
But this is not to contradict his splendid masculinity
No matter where he goes he’ll scale each peak in the vicinity
In sport and art and matters well beyond the horticultural
Paul is the very model of a modern master worshipful
The purveyor of this nonsense verse you will have to pardon her
Please stand and raise your glasses to the Master and the Worshipful
Company of Gardeners.

Rebecca with her uncle Paul (photograph Michael Warren).
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The Master’s apology appears to be well received by Sheriff
Dr. Christine Rigden and Alderman Sheriff Charles Bowman
(photograph by Graham Lacdao, St Paul’s Cathedral).

IT’S NEVER TOO LATE TO APOLOGISE

MAY GOLF DAY GOES WITH A SWING

In the year 1345 a group from the medieval fraternity of Gardeners
who were selling their produce in the environs of St Paul’s Cathedral
was expelled from the area for causing an affray. This may have
contributed to the delay in granting the first Charter of Letters Patent
which was not bestowed on the Company until 1605. A second,
revised Charter, was drawn up in 1616.

Freeman Jon Adams, this year’s Captain of West Herts Golf Club,
offered to host the Gardeners’ Golf Day, which is why 25 Liverymen
and their guests gathered at the West Herts on a beautiful morning
in early May.

There appears to have been no formal apology for this reprehensible
behaviour until now, 671 years later, when the Master Gardener
and his Clerk were made aware of the following:
Alderman Sheriff Charles Bowman and Sheriff Dr. Christine Rigden
have generously – and bravely – volunteered to tour the City on
horseback on Wednesday, 27th July. They will be wearing full
Shrieval kit, complete with swords, and will have a mounted escort
of officers of the HAC Light Cavalry and the City of London police.
Upon learning that the steps of St Paul’s was to be one of the stops
along the way for the Shrieval Cavalcade, the Master Paul Rochford
and his Clerk put plans in place to greet the party. Clad in full
regalia and accompanied by a trusty band of Liverymen, the Master
and Clerk gathered on the steps of St Paul’s to offer an apology
for the behaviour of their predecessors. The scroll was read out
by Charles Henty, Under-Sheriff and Secondary of London whose
job it is to run the Central Criminal Court, or Old Bailey, and in
reparation, a significant sum was contributed to the Sheriffs’
Just Giving page.
The Master’s party then moved across to inspect two of the plane
trees on the west side of the Cathedral. One was planted by Past
Master Tom Gough and the other, marking the granting of the first
charter, was planted by Past Master Rod Petty, Upper Warden Bill
Fraser and Renter Warden Sir Gavyn Arthur, the last of whom was
remembered with great affection.

After coffee and bacon rolls, seven teams set off to do battle. The
course was in superb condition and although we were only a couple
of miles from Watford we seemed to be in a world of our own, in
beautiful and quiet surroundings.
We were very pleasantly surprised to find that Jon Adams had
provided Pimms at the ninth hole which meant that those not playing
that well were greatly cheered up.
Most managed to complete their round before, as they say up north,
“ the weather spoilt itself” with rain setting in. After changing, in
some cases from our wet clothes, and cheered by a drink or two we
sat down to an excellent dinner.
The Master, who had joined us for dinner, presented the prizes
(virtually everyone got a prize of some kind) to the winners: Sally
MacFadyen, Ian MacFadyen, Ron Froud and Chris Adams.
Liveryman Richard Bernhard, on behalf of everyone, thanked Jon
Adams and his wife Chris for inviting us to such a lovely course
and for looking after us so well. He also thanked David Balfour for
organising the day, yet again.
Report by David Balfour.

The group then proceeded with lightened hearts and joyful steps to
find refreshment after their morning’s efforts.
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Knightshayes where our alumni group were given a guided tour
by the new, prize-winning Head Gardener.

IN THE GARDEN WITH THE STUART-SMITHS
Marjorie Dowbiggin reports on the Master’s visit to Serge Hill Estate,
the gardens of Tom Stuart-Smith and his sister Kate Stuart-Smith.
Photographs by John Gilbert.
On one of the hottest days of the year a select group of Gardeners
met in a field in Hertfordshire. Our purpose was to visit two gardens
at the homes of Tom Stuart-Smith and his sister Kate.
Led by Fabian, one of the garden team, we were first taken into the
Courtyard at the Barn, Tom’s property. This Courtyard garden started
life as Tom’s 2006 Chelsea garden which was awarded Gold and
Best in Show. Large steel tanks full to the brim with reflective water
added calm to a simple garden with a complex planting scheme. Tall
Genistas swayed in the breeze and provided beautiful scents and
as we were to see in the rest of the garden mixed planting in subtle
colours was in abundance.
We then moved to the Prairie, a six-year-old project where £8,000
worth of seeds were sown and although we were told the flowers
were not at their best until September/October they were stunning
in July. This was a huge area of wild planting divided by wide
lawn paths. To date the maintenance has been to cut right back
in February each year but this year Tom is toying with the idea of
burning off the plants.
Nearer the barn was a more formal area of rooms made by
hornbeam hedges. Listening to the comments of the group
the following words and phrases were heard: ‘exuberance’,
‘extravagance’, ‘indescribable’, ‘lush’, ‘moist’, ‘a cornucopia of
climbers’ and, from the Master, ‘a frothing of grasses’.

COMPANY ALUMNI VISIT TO DEVON
One of our previous prize winners organised a visit for the alumni in
early September. The original idea was to go to the National Trust
Plant Conservation Centre and then to Knighthayes where the head
gardener would take us round. By the time we made the visit a new
head gardener had been appointed to Knightshayes - Jess Evans, the
Chartered Institute of Horticulture’s Young Horticulturalist of the
Year 2015.

the area go through thorough boot washing before adding boot
covers and thorough hand cleaning. I first came across this service
when I was working on a Chilterns Area of Outstanding Natural
Beauty Conservation Board project on native Box and the Plant
Conservation Centre propagated some cuttings of known derivation
for the project. There was so much to learn in both of these visits and
those in the group got a lot from the visits and from each other.
Report by Heather Barrett-Mold.

She organised an excellent visit for us showing us the 35 acres of
garden for which she has responsibility. There are formal gardens
with topiary, a reflective pond, a garden in woodland with some
very specialist trees and hydrangeas, and a huge walled
kitchen garden.

After this we gathered around an inviting swimming pool at Kate’s
house for drinks and cakes. We were closely scrutinised by some
young cattle from the neighbouring farm who surprised us by
climbing in and out of the haha but only on their own side.

A PASSION FOR COLOUR, SHAPE
AND SMELL
Who would have thought that on a spring evening in late April
visitors to a London garden would be greeted by rain,
hail and thunder?
This minor inconvenience was soon forgotten as we were
warmly welcomed at Charles Rutherfoord and Rupert Tyler’s
restyled Victorian house just off Clapham Common. Charles is
an architectural designer of interiors, furniture and gardens and
everything in his charming one-fifth of an acre garden, which he has
developed over the last 34 years, reflects his passion for plants with
colour, shape and smell.
Having been welcomed on the pavement by tulips we walked
through the house and down into the garden and arrived into an
oasis of plants, most of the colour provided by hundreds of dark red,
orange, salmon pink, and white tulips all planted and removed each
year. These are underplanted with Forget-me-nots, Honesty,
Iris and Wallflowers.
On the sides of the garden he has planted carefully pruned shrubs
including Laburnum, red Chaenomeles, a lovely Coronilla with
delicate yellow flowers, Brugmansia, Euphobia mellifera,
and Tree peonies.
On the mound at the far end of the garden is a large sculpture of a
bull made of steel conduit pipes, and there is a geodesic
dome greenhouse.
Nearly every room in the house, so originally redesigned, looks over
the garden and it includes two very original flat roof growing areas.
A really lovely visit. My personal favourite idea was the gloriously
scented potting shed.
Report by Davina Smiley.

Kate told us how this had been the family home for four generations,
where she and five siblings were brought up, all having to help in
the garden with her mother as Head Gardener. After the Second
World War, no longer having staff to help, her mother set up the
walled garden as a market garden. Kate took the lead six years ago
and has gradually introduced what she described as “a perennial
creep” from the bottom of the garden, now reaching over half way.
An unabridged version of this article is available on the
Company Blog.

As we went round Jess was able to explain about her early thoughts
of how to manage all the areas and she took us to older Victorian
storage buildings which she is hoping to develop. It was fascinating
to learn about the original owner’s link with the manufacture
of bobbin lace.
The morning visit was to the National Trust Plant Conservation
Centre. This centre aims to propagate plants that are botanically and
culturally significant and have been identified in Trust gardens,
parks and landscapes.

One of the raised pools in Tom Stuart-Smith’s Courtyard Garden.

The propagation can be carried out if Head Gardeners identify
specific plants that may be near the end of their life and are possibly
the last one left. Sometimes an emergency operation needs to take
place, for example if a rare tree has fallen in a storm.
The significant plants can include rare or threatened British native
species such as wild asparagus, trees recognised as UK Champions
or as ancient or veteran trees, plants on the Plant Heritage list of
threatened cultivars or as part of a national collection.
The biosecurity is very rigorous. All plants are quarantined
initially and tested for phytophthera as well. All people entering
www.gardenerscompany.org.uk

Biosecurity at the National Trust Conservation Centre is very strict.

The Master holds forth in Kate Stuart-Smith’s garden.

Gardeners explore the Prairie.
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THE IMMEDIATE PAST MASTER
LOOKS BACK

HOXTON PRIMARY KIDS WIN
HEALTHY PRIZE

Being asked to encapsulate my year as Master in a few words and
do it justice is an impossible task so I have reflected upon a few of
the main points and events that were special to me. I took the view
that planning and concentrating on a main theme should be my
focus for the year and I am sure there is no-one who is not aware
that Education in the form of Future Gardeners has featured high on
my list of priorities throughout the year.

Fruit&Veg4Kids, a programme developed by Past Master Stephen
Bernhard with the Dutch Embassy in London, came to fruition in
July with the presentation of a large greenhouse to Hoxton Garden
Primary School in Hackney.
The school pupils won the prize in a competition which required
them to make sculptures from fruit and vegetables. This was part of a
joint British-Dutch initiative to encourage children in the UK to grow
their own foods, eat more healthily and adopt healthy lifestyles from
an early age.

I was fortunate that our Charity Dinner in May attracted such
guests as HRH Princess Michael of Kent, The Lady Mayoress, David
Domoney and other high profile guests from the world of pop music.
The evening was a resounding success, made possible by the many
members of the Company who donated prizes and who also came
along to bid for the items on sale.
I was completely staggered by the fact that we raised close to
£28,000 during the evening – a magnificent start for the Future
Gardeners scheme. With other donations and pledges from several
members of the Company the total raised during my year is close to
£50,000 – a huge thank you to everyone who supported us.
It is also not until you are installed with the chain of office that
you really take in the enormity of the position as Master and the
responsibility and honour it is to represent the Gardeners’ Company
within the City.
In saying that there have been a few unexpected pleasures that
resulted from getting involved with other Livery Companies and
their events. One such dinner I attended, I was ‘looked after’ by
the Princess Royal as she was the Renter Warden of her company.
The conversation and conviviality just flowed and a most delightful
evening was spent in her company.
Our Company events, are still in my opinion, some of the most
splendid events I attended during the year, especially with the
magnificent floral displays that the Company lavishes on the halls
we visit. They have become some of the most talked about events
and displays by other Masters of livery companies – this success,
is of course down to those who have style and innovation as to the
themes and who also give freely of their time to accomplish such
outstanding displays. We are fortunate to have members who have
the expertise and passion for their craft.
Jan and I were also privileged to attend the Lord Mayor’s Banquet
at Guildhall on the installation of Lord Mountevans and our
own liveryman Lady Juliet Mountevans as Lord Mayor and Lady
Mayoress. It was a most regal affair that befits such an occasion.

WINTER COLOUR WINNERS 2015-2016

The cost of the greenhouse was met by donations from the Dutch
Embassy and Holland Fresh, the consortium which organises
international shows for Dutch exporters. After a formal ribbon cutting
ceremony performed by the well-known chef, Ollie Blanc, son of Hon
Freeman and Chef, Raymond Blanc, the greenhouse was presented
to the school by Master Paul Rochford, PM Stephen Bernhard,
Assistant Martin Panter and Cassie Liversidge who devised the
school competition and teaches gardening at Hoxton and seven
other East End primary schools.

Winners of the Flowers in the City Winter Colour Competition 2015
- 2016 were presented with their trophies at a special ceremony at
Cutlers’ Hall in April. They were:

It is hoped that next year as many as 500 schools will take part in a
similar programme to win a greenhouse and get involved in growing
their own fresh produce.

The Cutlers’ Cup
Saddlers’ Hall, 40 Gutter Lane, EC2. Contractors: Windowflowers.

Henk De Jong, Agricultural counsellor at the Netherlands Embassy
helped develop the project and was admitted as a Liveryman to the
Company at this year’s Installation Court.

IPM Bernard Williams: a year to remember (photograph by
Michael Warren).

The Edmund Hart Trophy
Dunster Court, Mincing Lane EC3. Contractors:
Grasshopper Displays.
The Annie Hart Trophy
Mizuho International, 1 Friday Street EC4. Contractors:
Enterprise Plants.
The Colin Downie Trophy
Nederlandse Kerk, 7 Austin Friars EC2. Gardeners: George Rudolph
and Rein Roos, vergers of the Dutch Church.
Roger Payton Trophy
Lloyds Register, 71 Fenchurch Street EC3. Contractors:
Grasshopper Displays.
For more details and a map showing the winning locations visit the
Flowers in the City website - click on Flowers in the City on the front
page of the Gardeners’ website.

It has been a year to remember for all the Company too, as we have
supported the Lord Mayor on numerous events and participated with
his charitable schemes that do so much for many organisations that
depend on such initiatives. My sincere thanks go to everyone who
made my year a success.

BOUQUET FIT FOR A QUEEN’S BIRTHDAY
In April Liveryman Stephen Crisp and Beadle Christopher Hanrahan
marked her Majesty the Queen’s 90th birthday in traditional
Company style, delivering a card from the Master and a splendid
floral bouquet to Buckingham Palace.
Stephen explained that the inspiration for this patriotic tribute
lay in the ancient tradition of presenting a scented nosegay to
distinguished guests at official events in the City. Bunches of scented
herbs were no doubt very welcome in less fragrant times!

“The flowers are Convallaria majalis (Lily of the valley), Muscari
armenianum, (Grape hyacinth), Centranthus coccineus (Valerian)
Anemone coronaria ‘De Caen’ and Hyacinthoides
non-scripta (Bluebell).

In May Gardeners Humphrey Cook, Stephen Bernhard and Nigel
Reese represented the Company in the 47th annual race for the Lord
Mayor’s Cup, based at Cowes, on Humphrey’s yacht ‘Nota Bene’.
Organised by the City Livery Yacht Club, the event took place in
the central Solent and involved vessels from the Butchers’, Dyers’,
Stationers’, Marketors’, Innholders’, Plumbers’ and
Lightmongers’ companies.

www.gardenerscompany.org.uk

Photographs by Stephen Bernhard.

“The green foliage element of the design is Rosemary, Myrtle, and
Guelder Rose - in fact a type of Viburnum opulus - to which I also
added the blooms of the Corsican Hellebore, H. argutifolius”,
said Stephen.

SAILING GARDENERS SEEK NEW RECRUITS

Humphrey and Stephen are committee members of the club and
Nigel is a past commodore. The sailing Gardeners are keen to
recruit new members. Anyone interested should contact Humphrey
(see Year Book for contact details).

This is another of the exciting new outreach initiatives that the
Company is engaging with as we strive to spread the word that
gardening and horticulture can provide worthwhile career paths for
young people.

“All are grouped in an informal country garden style that has a
wonderful British flavour, a fitting tribute to a remarkable monarch”,
he added.

Nederlandse Kerk, winner of the Colin Downie Trophy
(photograph by Michael Warren).

Images from top to bottom
School gardening teacher Cassie Liversidge with the Master and
school pupils. The Master passes on his tomato-growing secrets to
the next generation. Stephen Crisp’s delightful tribute to Her Majesty.

provides practical help to these servicemen and women and their
families. Some 1,200 people sat down over three sittings to a
spectacular lunch in the Guildhall with a range of amazing curries
and excellent wines and beer all included in their £95 ticket. Prince
Harry was the principal guest.

THE DELIGHTS OF EDEN AND HELIGAN

Among the many supporters through either donations or in kind
were the Gardeners and the Fruiterers selling plants and produce.
In addition, the Gardeners created the emotional central display
designed by Stephen Crisp to commemorate the 100th anniversary
of the Battle of the Somme. The striking display consisted of bright
red poppies growing through barbed wire in front of a wall of
sandbags symbolising the permanence of the poppy overcoming
the horror of the battlefield and the savagery of barbed wire. In
addition the team designed two stunning floral displays either side of
the entrance consisting of Camellia, Amelanchier and Pieris among
other shrubs on display.

We arrived at the St Moritz Hotel near Polzeath where we were
staying to a lovely blue sky in spite of the gloomy weather forecast.
We had time to settle into comfortable rooms and to inspect our
surroundings before drinks and dinner.

All the displays were designed by Stephen assisted by Ron Froud,
Nick Evans and Paul Rochford with plants provided by Joseph
Rochford Nurseries. The Rochford`s nursery, Arnott & Mason and
liveryman Martin Panter also provided plants to be sold by the
Company’s volunteers.
Master Bernard Williams makes his point at the post-lecture
supper (photograph by Michael Warren).

ROSES AND A LIFELONG LOVE AFFAIR
Following a meeting of the May Election Court many members
of the Company joined the Master and Court at the Church of
St Giles Cripplegate for the annual Fairchild Lecture and Guild
Service conducted by the Rector of St Giles, The Reverend Katharine
Rumens, together with the Honorary Chaplain, The Venerable
Peter Delaney.
This year’s lecturer was Mrs. Ann Bird, Past President of the Royal
National Rose Society. Mrs. Bird’s subject was ‘The Wonderful
Works of God in Creation’. Her love affair with the rose began
when, with no knowledge of plants, she bought six roses from a
supermarket, took them home and began a learning curve as to how
to nurture them.

The Master and several members of Court were in attendance
and met with Prince Harry who visited all parts of the event. There
were also many members of the military in attendance, several
with terrible injuries and demonstrating a humbling cheerfulness.
Members of the Light Cavalry in their very splendid ceremonial
uniforms were amongst the many volunteers helping out.
All in all a very jolly time was had by everyone and a large sum of
money was raised for an excellent cause. This was the ninth year
of TLMBCL that has raised £1.4 million so far and hopes to raise at
least a further £160,000 from this event through donations, ticket
sales, the silent auction and the raffle. Michael Hockney, chairman
and founder of TLMBCL hopes to involve more Livery Companies in
future years and remarked: “The Gardeners and Fruiterers did us
proud. I would like to involve more Livery Companies in future years,
drawing on their heritage and their historic and current skill base”.
Report by Susie Evans.

In 1974 she joined The Royal National Rose Society. The then
President, the late Dick Balfour, gave her huge support and the late
Peter Beales introduced her to the great historic roses. Her love of
the rose, she says, is undimmed and will last a lifetime.

In April the Master led a trip to Cornwall. Adrienne Waterfield,
Heleen Lindsay-Fynn and Doreen Mitchell report (photographs by
Jeremy Herrtage)

Our guests were Judith Donovan, Chairman, and Gordon Seabright,
Managing Director of the Eden Project. They were both interesting
and delightful company, which together with a delicious dinner
made an excellent start and whetted our appetites for our visit to the
Eden Project the next day.
We were welcomed there by Gordon Seabright and given two
presentations. The first was from Ken Radford who gave an
inspirational talk on ‘People & Garden’, a programme for those with
disabilities. Their goal is to sell produce commercially to generate
income.
The second presentation concerned horticultural apprenticeships and
undergraduate courses run in a partnership between the Cornwall
College group and Eden. Currently there are 27 apprentices on site.
From here we were taken to the Rainforest Biome, the largest
rainforest in captivity in the world, brimming with exciting and
unusual plants. We saw an exceptional display of three Titan Arums
in bloom, pollinated from Kew Gardens. Entering the Mediterranean
Biome, we found a most spectacular riot of colour, a display of
Persian buttercups.
The next day George Elworthy, managing director of the Lost
Gardens of Heligan, began our visit by explaining the ethos behind
the restoration of the gardens. The Estate’s heyday was from
Victorian times up to the outbreak of the First World War and it was
decided that its restoration should celebrate the skills of those who
worked there during this period.
We marvelled at the Kitchen Garden set out and managed with
military precision and cultivated entirely by hand using traditional
methods, including seaweed mulch, to nurture the many heritage
varieties of fruit and vegetables.
See the Company Blog for an unabridged version
Below: the impressive waterfall in the Rainforest Biome. Right, from
the top: a striking view of the Eden Project; Senior Past Master Tom
Gough in colourful competition with the plants in the Mediterranean
Biome; Master Bernard Williams with Gordon Seabright; The Master
wisely goes for the healthy option.

The Master thanked the Lecturer and handed her the traditional
leather bag containing 20 Georgian shillings in payment as laid
down in the will of Thomas Fairchild (1677-1729). As usual it was
not held for long but was returned to the Gardeners’ Company for
safekeeping at the Bank of England.
Following the Service and Lecture the Company walked the short
distance to the Chiswell Street Dining Rooms in the Montcalm Hotel
for convivial drinks before sitting down to a very tasty supper.
Report by Jenny Chism (photographs by Michael Warren).

THE LORD MAYOR’S BIG CURRY LUNCH
The Lord Mayor’s Big Curry Lunch (TLMBCL) is always a large affair
and this year was no exception. It is the flagship event of the ‘Iraq
and Afghanistan Fund’ which is administered by ABF The Soldier’s
Charity, the soldiers’ national charity. It raises money for soldiers
and former soldiers, both regulars and reservists, who have served
in Iraq and Afghanistan and their families.
ABF TSC holds similar smaller events all over the country. The charity
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One of the striking floral displays in St Giles Cripplegate
(photograph by Michael Warren).
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LIVERYMAN EDWARD WRIGHT MBE
Edward Wright, who died in June at the age of 89, was given
a formal Resolution of Thanks by the Court in December 2013
when he retired after many years’ service to the Flowers in the
City Campaign. Secretary from 1999 - 2003, he then served as
Chairman until his retirement.
“Throughout his Chairmanship, he has worked hard to ensure the
success of the campaign both for the Company and for the City
of London,” runs the Resolution. The court also thanked him for his
dedication, as Editor of the Spade magazine and the Year Book
between 1999 and 2013, to keeping the membership informed of
the Company’s many events and activities.
Colonel Nic Gray recalls his life...
Edward was born in London within the sound of Bow Bells. He was
educated at Tollington School, East London, and was also a choir
boy in the Muswell Hill School Choir. He became a staunch member
of the Old Boys’ Society and for many years played soccer for the
old boys’ team, eventually captaining the side.
In 1943, aged 17, he ran away from school and enlisted in the
royal Armoured Corps and after basic training as a tank driver
(Sherman tank) and radio operator he was posted to the King’s
Dragoon Guards at that time on operations in Italy. He subsequently
served in Greece, Libya, Lebanon, Palestine and Egypt.
After demobilisation he set up his own printing firm, Edward Wright
Associates, and became a Master Printer.

Edward Wright: tank driver, nature conservationist, printer,
editor and gardener (photograph by Michael Warren).

CHARITY DINNER IS HUGE SUCCESS
The Charity Dinner held by the Master in support of the Future
Gardeners project raised £28,000.
On arrival at Carpenters’ Hall the atmosphere was set with the
soothing tones of a jazz band. My first impressions were of the
ornate carpentry within the hall, the beautiful stained glass windows
and the presence of the fine Musketeers standing in line.
The Tree of life was a great feature and proved very popular as all
envelopes were purchased. Following a drum roll and accompanied
by the Master, HRH Princess Michael of Kent entered and mingled
with Company members and their guests.
www.gardenerscompany.org.uk

During his working life he was very keen on wildlife charities.
He was for some years Hon Treasurer of the British Section of the
international Council for Bird Protection, eventually handing this
over to the RSPB. He was on the council of the Flora and Fauna
Preservation Society and became Hon Treasurer. He was also a
council member of the British Trust for Ornithology and a founder
trustee of the Bat Conservation Trust. He was awarded the MBE for
services to nature conservation.
He was also very keen on cricket, both as a player and latterly as
a spectator, and was a member of the MCC for over 45 years.
Edward joined the Gardeners’ Company in May 1990 and was
elected Assistant to the Court in 1998. He became a member of the
Communications Committee and set about modernising the Green
Book, the precursor of the current Year Book.
The in-house magazine the Spade was the brainchild in 1998 of
SPM Norman Chalmers and Edward. Until this date there had been
a six-monthly foolscap newsletter. This was refined by Edward and
he was appointed Editor.
He eventually sold his company and took, as he called it, early
retirement at the age of 70+. He then, with the encouragement
and assistance of his beloved Valerie, set about reorganising and
enjoying their garden in Sedlescombe with great success.
A few days before he died he hosted from his bed with Valerie a
party to say goodbye to his family and close friends.
Our sympathy goes to his wife Valerie and to sons Julian and
Edward-James. Two other sons predeceased him.

Master Bernard Williams welcomes HRH Princess Michael to
Carpenters’ Hall (photograph by Michael Warren).
After a delicious meal it was time for the Auction to take place and
you could feel the excitement rising. There were many interesting
and unique lots ranging from fantastic holidays and fine jewellery to
a flight in a Spitfire. These were professionally presented on screen
and auctioned by the entertaining writer and TV personality David
Domoney.
The evening was a complete success which reflected on the
leadership, friendship and fellowship of our Company coming
together to support a worthy cause.
Report by Paul Burnage.

